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The Sixties Reader
The Portable Sixties Reader is organized into thematic chapters,
from the Civil Rights movement to the Anti-Vietnam movement,
the Free Speech movement, the Counterculture movement,
drugs and the movement into Inner Space, the Beats and other
fringe literary movements, the Black Arts movement, the
Women’s movement, and the Environmental movement. The
concluding chapter, “Elegies for the Sixties,” offers tributes to
ten figures whose lives—and deaths—captured the spirit of the
decade.
The portable sixties reader (Book, 2003) [WorldCat.org]
This is a list of books and publications related to the hippie
subculture.It includes books written at the time about the
counterculture of the 1960s and early 1970s, books that
influenced the culture, and books published after its heyday that
document or analyze the culture and period. The list includes
both nonfiction and fictional works, with the fictional works
including novels about the ...
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Amazon.com: The 1960s: A Documentary Reader (Uncovering ...
The fourth edition of Takin' it to the streets revises the
comprehensive collection of primary documents from the 1960s
that has become the leading reader about the era. Adopted
nationwide, this anthology brings together representative
writings, many of which had been unavailable for years or had
never been reprinted.
1960s - Wikipedia
The Times Were a Changin': The Sixties Reader [Irwin Unger,
Debi Unger] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. This is a must-have anthology of the milestone speeches,
manifestos, court decisions, and groundbreaking journalism of
the Sixties. No other period in American history has been more
liberating
The 1960s: A Documentary Reader - Google Books
The Times Were a Changin': The Sixties Reader. The Ungers
provide us with a better understanding of the strategy and
maneuvering of the 1960s war games--from the Bay of Pigs to
the Tet Offensive. And the pieces they have chosen help us
define the current of social intolerance that plagues our country
to this day.
The Portable Sixties Reader (Penguin Classics): Ann ...
The Sixties Reader [James Haskins, Kathleen Benson] on
Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A collection
of essays, speeches, and journalistic reports offers a panoramic
overview of a critical decade in world history and the diverse
social
The Portable Sixties Reader by Various, Paperback | Barnes ...
The Portable Sixties Reader is organized into thematic chapters,
from the Civil Rights movement to the Anti-Vietnam movement,
the Free Speech movement, the Counterculture movement,
drugs and the movement into Inner Space, the Beats and other
fringe literary movements, the Black Arts movement, the
Women’s movement, and the Environmental movement.
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List of books and publications related to the hippie ...
Kerouac biographer and veteran anthologist Charters (The
Portable Beat Reader, not reviewed, etc.) successfully conveys
the atmosphere of the 1960s for those who lived through it, and
those who did not. The four-page preface clearly explains her
choices. Charters, who came of age during the 1960s, concedes
that some of the pieces are very personal, meant to reflect her
intense emotional and ...
The Times Were a Changin': The Sixties Reader - Debi Unger ...
The 1960s (pronounced "nineteen-sixties") was a decade of the
Gregorian calendar that began on 1 January 1960, and ended on
31 December 1969. The term "1960s" also refers to an era more
often called the Sixties, denoting the complex of inter-related
cultural and political trends around the globe.
Popular Sixties Books - Goodreads
Get this from a library! The portable sixties reader. [Ann
Charters;] -- An anthology of essays, poetry, and fiction from the
1960s.
The Times Were a Changin': The Sixties Reader: Irwin Unger ...
“If I could turn you on, if I could drive you out of your wretched
mind, if I could tell you I would let you know.” ― R.D. Laing, The
Politics of Experience/The Bird of Paradise
THE PORTABLE SIXTIES READER by Ann Charters | Kirkus
Reviews
You searched for: 1960s school reader! Etsy is the home to
thousands of handmade, vintage, and one-of-a-kind products
and gifts related to your search. No matter what you’re looking
for or where you are in the world, our global marketplace of
sellers can help you find unique and affordable options. Let’s get
started!
A Century of Reading: The 10 Books That Defined the 1960s ...
Easy Reader. c. 1961 Wonder Books/ Grosset & Dunlap Little
Chief Story and Pictures by Syd Hoff. An "I Can Read" book. c.
1961 Harper & Row Miss Polly's Animal School Story by Mary
Elting Pictures by Lisl Weil. A Wonder Books Easy Reader. c.
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1961 Wonder Books. The Secret Cat Story by Tamara Kitt
Pictures by William Russell. A Wonder Books Easy ...
The Sixties Reader: James Haskins, Kathleen Benson ...
The Portable Sixties Reader is organized into thematic chapters,
from the Civil Rights movement to the Anti-Vietnam movement,
the Free Speech movement, the Counterculture movement,
drugs and the movement into Inner Space, the Beats and other
fringe literary movements, the Black Arts movement, the
Women’s movement, and the Environmental movement.
Amazon.com: Takin' it to the streets: A Sixties Reader ...
Some will say that, back in the sixties (by which they really
mean the late sixties and early seventies), when they were
young and earnest but callow, and oh, so confused, they picked
it up—by accident, or maybe by assignment, or because a friend
pressed it on them—and that they approached the reading of it
without great expectations, but somehow that book . . . took
hold of them.
1960s Easy Readers - kathleendeady.com
The 1960s: A Documentary Reader. Includes speeches, court
decisions, acts of Congress, secretmemos, song lyrics, cartoons,
photographs, news reports,advertisements, and first-hand
testimony A comprehensive introduction, document headnotes,
and questionsat the end of each chapter are designed to
encourage students toengage with the material critically.
The Portable Sixties Reader - Google Books
The Portable Sixties Reader. From civil rights to free love, JFK to
LSD, Woodstock to the Moonwalk, the Sixties was a time of
change, political unrest, and radical experiments in the arts,
sexuality, and personal identity. From civil rights to free love, JFK
to LSD, Woodstock to the Moonwalk, the Sixties was a time of
change, political unrest,...
The Portable Sixties Reader by Various: 9780142001943 ...
“Ward has crafted a cool, clever, and incisive Sixties reader. . . .
Pedagogically sophisticated and thought-provoking, this reader
gives instructors an invaluable tool as it gives students a widePage 4/5
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ranging tour of Sixties politics and culture.”
The Portable Sixties Reader by Ann Charters
The Portable Sixties Reader is organized into thematic chapters,
from the Civil Rights movement to the Anti-Vietnam movement,
the Free Speech movement, the Counterculture movement,
drugs and the movement into Inner Space, the Beats and other
fringe literary movements, the Black Arts movement, the
Women’s movement, and the Environmental movement. The
concluding chapter, “Elegies for the Sixties,” offers tributes to
ten figures whose lives—and deaths—captured the spirit of the
decade.
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